FIZ AutoDoc
From STN and SciFinder search results to full-text documents

Integrated Order Placement
- Ordering of full-text documents via the “STN Full-Text Solution” (CAS Full Text Options website) for automated transfer of order data from STN and SciFinder search results
- In-house/intranet interfaces (Open URL, web services/XML, e-mail) for data transfer of appropriately formatted STN search results or results from other data sources
- Full-text ordering via the FIZ AutoDoc portal as a stand-alone service using:
  - Bibliographic data
  - DOIs
  - Patent data
  - Various parsing options

Automated Order Processing
- Ordering of articles from >200,000 ISSN
- Intelligent analysis of orders:
  - Verification of data input/transfer
  - Identification of journals using ISSN registers, fuzzy logic etc.
  - Duplicate order check
- Detailed cost display during the ordering process
- Convenient order tracking
- Various customization options (cost codes, delivery options etc.) and corporate usage statistics for detailed analysis
- Rights advisory lookup feature for holders of CCC/RightsDirect licenses

Flexible Delivery Options
- Global network of publishers, document suppliers, and scientific libraries
- Automated supplier selection in consideration of:
  - Supplier's catalogue data
  - Supplier's range of products and services etc.
  - Preferred delivery options
  - Recipient's location etc.
- All state-of-the-art document delivery options incl. original color PDF documents directly from publishers and links to Open Access sources, if available
- Display of alternative delivery formats incl. prices
- Option to integrate the customer's own resources (eJournal subscriptions, in-house library, pay-per-view packages)
- Full copyright compliance

On Demand Customer Support
- “Manual orders”, i.e., intellectual processing of orders by FIZ Karlsruhe's experts
- Provision of non-conventional literature, i.e., reports, conference proceedings, books, book articles, etc.
- Book lendings
- Supply of ePrints/reprints
- Provision of copyright permissions
- Outsourcing services, e.g., bulk lists of orders or temporary replacement services
- Bibliographic research service
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